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Ad$hoc sf udenf9 comnniQ-eee
presents ideas {or pro'ec0

The purpose of the meeting, as seen by Rich Adelstein '68, main
speaker for the ad hoc student committee which called the meeting,
was to allow the committee to present some of its ideas and accept
suggestions from Ithose interested in the project.
Major problems
The major problems that the committee found were those of
finding a building for the school and of finding adequate financial
support. However, they felt that these wouldn't present much
difficulty once the project becomes established.
Their proposals called for a fully accredited high school to be
run at MIT and to be open to any high school student in the CamC~ bridge area. It would be an "equivalence" school, one in which the
student could advance at his own rate and not be confined to a
four-year system. When fully developed the enrollment would total
approximately 300.
Benefits for all
According to the committee, MIT students would benefit from
their involvement with the students and would receive academric
credit for their efforts. Faculty would benefit through the availability
of the school as a testing ground for new educational ideas and
methods. And the students would benefit from an educational experience hopefully superior to that found in the present Cambridge
C system.
The school would try to present its students with a liberal education while offering considerable academic freedom and latitude
to both the Faculty and the student body.
Questions brought up
In the open discussion following the initial presentation, the
questions of accreditation, physical plant, teacher qualifications, experience and faculty participation were raised. Student interest was
high and all those present expressed interest in the founding of
the school and in its operation.
Johnson speaks
After he finished explaining these ideas, Adelstein noticed President Howard W. Johnson in the audience and asked him if he might
like to, say a few words.
Begimnning by, saying that "we have to get used to big crowds
for new ideas at MIT," President Johnson expressed the view that
this school would have to have an impact on education in general
and not just on a local level. The school would have to be related
(Please ttarn to Page 10)
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By Pat Szymanski
Discussion of the problems associated with the possibility of a student-run high school sponsored by MIT
drew 250 students and faculty members to the Mezzanine
Game Room of the Student Center Tuesday evening.
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Cambridge, Massachusefts, Friday, November 10, 1967
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into Social Responsibilities, the
meeting was intended to appeal to
students who are uneasy about
the US presence in Vietnam but
not necessarily committed to the
peace movement.

Prom-pted
by
the
protest
against Dow Chemical's recruiting activities on campus, a group
of concerned faculty members
organized
a
discussion-debate
Weekend rush
Monday noon in Kresge entitled
The idea for the meeting was
"Napalm, Vietnam, and the University." According to Professor first conceived in an informal
Murray Eden, chairman of the gathering Friday, as the plans of
ad hoc -Committee for Inquiry student anti-war groups became
apparent. Work on the meeting
went ahead at a hectic pace over
Aftendance figures disputed
the weekend, as the committee.
lined up speakers and facilities.
The speakers at the meeting were
chosen to represent all major
opinions on the war, though the
feeling of the committee is strongBy Carson Agnew
Two conclusions have become ly against the war. In addition to
clear in the days following the Prof. Eden, Professor Philip Morprotest over recruiting by Dow rison spoke against the war. DeChemical Co. Monday. All concerned are pleased with the response and the conduct of the
demonstrators, and the demonstration itself has had little effect
on Institute policies, at least in
the short run.
Orderly conduct
Thomas Harrington, Director of
Placement, says that he was much
By John Foran
impressed by both the demonProfessor Serge Lang of Coluimstrators from Students for a Dem- bia University said in an address
ocratic Society and Committee to Monday night that people such as
End the War in Vietnam, and the himself have been forced into
counter - demonstrators f r o m areas of university administration
Young Americans for Freedom by sheer default on the part of
and Young Republicans. He de- administrators. Professor Lang
scribed their conduct as "very spoke to an informal group of
Fe._
_`VPhoto
by Tim F'inin
Photo by Tim Finin orderly," an assertion seconded professors, graduate students, and
Upwards of 100 people gathered on the fourth floor of the by Dean Kenneth Wadleigh and a few undergraduates.
Ford Building to protest the recruiting by Dow Chemical Co.
The talk was arranged mainly
(Please turn to Page 3)
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fending US presence in Vietnam
was Professor Ithiel Pool, an advisor to the US government on
Vietnam policy. Professor Pool
has spent much time in the villages of South Vietnam. Also
present was Max Key, member
of the Board of Directors of Dow
Chemical, who defended his company, and Dr. Frank Ervin of
Harvard Medical School, who has
visited hospitals in Vietnam -and
spoke on napalm from 'the medical standpoint.
Johnson present
President
Howard
Johnson
opened the discussion with a brief
commendation of the organizers
and the audience, and commented
on the need for more open discussion of public issues. He then
(Please turn to Page 8)
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Lack of academicfr.. Joim
lamented by Serge Lang

to nson re gor s
By Paul Johnston
MIT will need 135 million dollars, over
the next ten years, for major improvements
and developments. President Howard W.
Johnson announced the amount, which is
expected to come entirely from private
funds, yesterday.
It is the largest goal ever aimed at by
MIT and was set after a year long study
of the Institute's capital needs over the
next decade.
President's "Report"
The need for funds was disclosed by
President Johnson in his annual "Report
of the President" for the year that ended
June 30. The report, Johnson's first since
assumting the presidency July 1, 1967, -dealt
with MIT's commitment to the many fields
of human endeavor, and its desire to
strengthen itself academicaly, to continue
to stay on the frontiers of these fields.

finacia

Secret projects at Columbia
Prof. Lang contends "that university administrators have failed
in the exercise of their academic
nees0
responsibilities.' often enough to
,
c
s
warrant great disappointment in
them." He complained of the entanglements with the government
need for the "vigorous strengthening (of in which universities too often
the) enduring twin pillars of MIT, engirn get involved.
eering and science." MIT has raised ten
million dollars for the chemistry program,
At Columbia, Lang said, he inand construction of the Camile Dreyfus quired about secret projects in
Building has begun.
which the university was involved.
He was told, "There are no projNeed new engineering
Johnson also stated that there is a com- ects at Columbia whose existence
mitment to engineering. "Most people, in- is classified." He then began delvside and outside MIT take strong engineer- ing into cooperative projects being for granted," he said. "We dare ie.t. tween the Columbia department
First positions are precarious positions be- of political science and the Cencause there is no place to go but down, and
tral Intelligence Agency. But by
standings in education are no exception.
. . In almost every field of engineering the time he had finished inquiries,
we ponder the question of how to continue the project had been "cut off."
to make old fields vibrantly new fields, but
Professor Lang also discussed
still bearing on the fundamental problems
some
topics in a leaflet he has
of engineering rather than science."
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The 135 million dollars, Johnson said,
would come from private funds, for example, the ever growing Alumni Fund, and
from private foundations and corporations.
The sum represents approximately half of
the total of private gifts and grants MIT
will need over the next decade for botl
capital and operational purposes, Johnson
said.
Of the total, President Johnson reports,
14 million dollars is to be spent on a new
electrical engineering and electronics complex. Another 14 million dollars will be devoted to faculty development, including the
establishment of endowed professorships.
6.5 million dollars will be used for new student residences and the improvement of
existing dormatories, and two million dollars
will be put into student aid.
Johnson gave special emphasis to the

through Professor Isadore M.
Singer of the Department of
Mathematics, who told The Tech
that Professor Lang asked to
speak here. Prof. Lang has
written numerous textbooks and
is a member of the Bourbaki,
which is composed mostly of
French mathematicians.
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Come gather 'round people
Whereverr you roam
Anrd admit that the waters
Around you have grown .
And accept it that soon
You' ll be drenched to the bone,
If your time to you is worth savin'
Then you better start swimmin
Or you'll sink like a stone,
For the times 1they are a-changin'!
© 1963 (Unp) by M. Witmark &Son in the U.S.A.
@ 1964 by M. Witmark & Son under Universal Copyright Convention.
Used by Permission.

Bob Dylan

To comlmunicate is

the beginning of und e r standing
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(Continued from Page 1)
Captain Norman Sidney of the
Campus patrol. Harrington added
that he was most impressed by
the MIT coed who organized' a
clean-up crew for the hallway in
:

E19 after the protest.
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Harrington added that the pro-.
test did -not effect -present policy
,with regard to on-campus recruiting. He stated that "any bona
fide employer" would still be welcome. He added that, as far as
he knew, Dow representatives
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us 63 years to get this way.
Now we need the kinld f
engineer who can make us
twice as big in the next ten. If
you can combine your technological training with imagination to produce results, see
our representative when he
visits your campus.
II

I

Public Service
Electric and Gas Company
New Jersey
EOUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

IIi I

One of America's Largest and
Most Progressive Suppliers of Energy
------

Now take the newest
multi-sensory trip:
Walk to any soft-drink
machine and have some Sprite.
It happens as soon as you.
pay your money and take your
bottle. Suddenly, Sprite
takes you, the hedonist, on
your way to a sensually
satisfying tactile-auralpalatable-optical -oral
· experience.
First, you observe the
refreshing green bottle. A tempting sight. Then you
reach forth and touch it. Very cool. Finally, you
THE TH
uncap the cap. Now
you're ready to
drink in that
delicious tartness
YTHEE
M -~4f~B
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delightful
infantile pleasure
of taking your bottle
stop. And listen.
Because' Sprite is so utterly noisy.
Cascading in crescendos of effervescent
flavor. Billowing with billions of
ebul ient bubbles. And then sip. Gulp.
Guzzle. Aaaaaaaaaaa! Sprite. So tart
and tingling over the taste buds.
y F And voila! You have your
multi-sensory experience.
But what about the olfactory
factor, you ask? Well, what do
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would return -in the Spring, as
planned. Dean Wadleigh added
that the policy of free access to
employment information would be

I

continued. He left room, however,

for a complete review of the
Placement Office operation, which
he says has. never been reviewed
as a whole before.
Abe Igelfeld '69, of MITSDS,
said that he expected no change
in policy from this action alone.
He added, however, that a Faculty-Student Committee was being
organized which would "investigate" the situation, and "make
demands" of the administration
before the year is out. He added
that he felt that the petition currently being circulated by SDS
was more to stimulate discussion
than influence the Institute. He
wasn't sure what effect any petition could have on MIT policy.
Two petitions are currently being circulated, one sponsored by
SDS and one by Young Americans
for Freedom.
The YAF petition seeks support
for the present "free access to information" policy currently carried out by the employment office. This policy, Harrington admits, has grown rather haphazi ardly during this history of the
IPlacement Office. Dean Wadleigh
decribes the present operation as
an extension of the faculty counseling, a sort of counseling for
graduates.
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Photo by, Tim Finin

Counter demonstrators from the Young Americans for Free-

dorn picketed Monday in-favor of allowing Dow Chemical Co. to
150 present throughout most
I
than
of the day.
Estimates of the number of MIT
students participating range from
60% on up. The general consensus
seems to be that most of the par1
ticipants were MIT related, except
for some Wellesley girls (variously numbered as 4, 6, 10, or a busload) who-were also 'present.
250) at Kresge
The Campus Patrol also estimates the crowd at Kresge for
the noon time meeting to have
been about 2500, the largest crowd
the patrol has ever had to handle at the auditorium. Captain Sidney says that he was gratified
that he did not need to "invite"
the municipal police to either the
E19 demonstration or the Kresge
meeting.

Kresge meeting
Wadleigh added that he felt the
best thing to come out of the protest was the meeting in Kresge.
lIe expressed hope that this would
be the first in a series of efforts
to bring dissenting views to campus. He said that he had hoped the
meeting would be entitled "An
Inquiry into Social Responsibilities-I" indicating 'that the effort
was not the last.

Spokesmen for YAF and YR
were unavailable for comment,
but their demonstrators apparently numbered about 15. Apparently
some of these, or at least some of
those signing the petition there,
were members of the 'MITCEWV.
Who saw Dow?
Just who saw Dow is a matter
of controversy between SDS and
the Placement Office. Although
the demonstrators claim to have
blocked some interviews by i'sserting their 'own members in the
queue, Placement Office records
show that seven out of 19 interviewees Monday were protestors,
while on Tuesday, when there was
no sit-in, only one of 13 could be
classified as not genuinely seeking employment information.

CE coninues experimen+s

with multi-huwed classroom

Estimates disagree
Meanwhile, controversy over
the details of the protest in the
Ford Building continues. Estimates of the crowd there vary,
depending on who is asked. Both
the Boston Globe and the Boston
Herald estimated the crowd at
about 100, while Harrington gives
_150 as his count.
Igelfeld says, however, that he
counted as many as 250 people
during the afternoon part of the
sit-in, and that there were more

By Jack Katz
The. walls are a combination of
bright red orange, "grey green,
white, and a mustard yellow.
Tables are arranged in small "L"
configurations around the room.
It has the combination of coffee
room and kindergarten class atmosphere.
The room is number 7-102. Its
design is the result of last
Spring's "Design Your Own Classroom Contest." Final planning
and design of the room was done
=CIIIA·WIF·l
'" I~by Maria Kivisild '69 while work=
~.--?
ing this summer for the Planning
RACKETS RESTRUG
Office.
SCE experiment
67A Mt. Auburn St., Cambridge
Oriainallv the location of the
(Opp. Loweli Houi )
community housing service, the
TR 6-5417
room was given over last year to

TEnniS & Squash Shop
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the Student Committee on Environment together with $5,000 for
experimentation on possible improvements in classrooms. SCE
initiated the design contest to get
a spectrum of ideas.
Miss Kivisild was in charge of
choosing the best design and fitting it in with the budget. No
single design was economical
enough, so she put together as
composite d e s i g n which she
helped install over the summer.
Final completion' occurred this
week when the new furniture arrived.
Classes in Courses I, V, VI,
XIII, and XVI use the room. This
is to elicit criticism from a large
cross sectioin of students and
teachers. One student stated that
he thought more should have been
done (such as second level work).
I He agreed though that it was a
change from the rest of
I pleasing
the Institute.
Third stage in four
-Robert Sirnha, planning officer,
states that the room is the third
in a four-stage program to draw
comment and criticism from students concerning whait the qlid:kI
I a classroom shiotil,-d - l.--c.-l'n'I
ce.
have. The firs. sue. 's.is
velop the contest to ive pol.}pe
i5.
·
,-C:.':.'i:
articulate concret:
The second stage v--as the evaluao.s. A
'tes
tion of all contest sr
two-semester studyv :Ill be lhe
fourth stage in the elffort to flnd
what are the impnortant factors for
change in InstituLe classryoms.
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surte to include your Zip Code. No
postage or handling charges. Add
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SPRITE, SO TART AND
TINGLING, WE
JUST COULDN'T KEEP
'IT QUIET.
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Marshall McLuhan,

ceedingly short notice, and he was not
communications media, once said, "Pro- prepared with any well formulated rerpaganda ends when dialogue begins" marks. This was unfortunate. The sudby kchaedWarren .
c0 While other campuses around the coun- denness of the meeting probably confused
04. A recent advertising the primal control problem is
try met demonstrations and resistance SDS as much, however.
campaign for The Wall Street the. Hamiltonian of fhe dual
with silence or punishment, MIT chose
As more and more students and fac- Journal emphasized that the control problem. The analysis s
to put McLuhan's words to work.
ulty want to verbalize their feelings and Kremlin has several. subscrip- generalized to include variable
fions to their paper. This, they end points. An economic inter.
The colloquium organized by Prof- questions about the war, the colloquium argued, was an indication
of the pretation of the results is pre.
essor Murray Eden's ad hoe faculty idea becomes an important innovation. diversity as Well as the import- sented and a number of appli.
ance of their readers. Well, The cations are discussed."
LU
uJ
>- group met the issue of Dow's presence We would wish that the dialogue con- Tech would like to play some
Am I everglad I missed that
tinue in the future with other Kresge one - up - manship.. The Wall one.
w on campus head on. Speakers were choO
ZM sen to represent both sides of the war, gatherings. Those who believe, however, Street Journal just took out a
106. Speculation continues fo
subscription to The Tech, which mount that tuition will be raised
u.
and the first intelligent interchange of that the discussions Will eliminate dem- indirectly gives us some very for the academic year 1968.69,
ideas concerning the much publicized onstrations and protest are. mistaken. impressive read'ers.
Although the exact amount is
105.
A
flyer
recenfly-distribyet known, it will probably
napalm
and
the
university
Demonstrations
issue
was posdo serve to focus atten- uted by the Electronic Systems not
LLJ
be
around
$200, bringing
ttion dramatically on the issues, and if Lab, publicizing a talk by Dun- tion to the neighborhood tui.of
sible.
Because of the hurried planning nec- attendance were to lag at future gather- can MacRae of the Economics $2100. A formal decision is not
Dept. entitled "A Dual Maxi- expected until spring of 1968.
essary to bring about the first discussion, ings, more dramatic means would most mum Principle for
Discrete-time
Linear Systems," must be a
the Dow reprsentative was gven ex- likely be employed.
107. Earlier this week, many
philosopher

of
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prime example of obscure sci- Techmen had the starting ex.
entifc literature. The abstract perience of being accosted by
went as follows:
t hree females loitering in the
"A discrefe-ftine linear opti- lobby of Building 7. The girls,
mal control problem with given all BU freshmen, simply ap.
terminal horizon, state-conrl0 proached every male' passerby
constraints, and fixed end points and said: "Sir-I'm lonely. Talk
is set forth. This primal confrol fo mea" They then tabulated
problem is reformulated as a information about the peopl
primal I i n e a r programming they met, dependent upon
problem. Corresponding to the whether -the person had stopped
primal I i n e a r programming to talk. Those who did were
problem is a dual linear pro-labeled "nice"; others were i
gramming problem. The dual
led "indifferent" or scornlinear'programming problem is ful," etc.
reformulated as an optimal conThe girls said they were loo0.
trol problem which is the dual ing for general reactions from
of the primal control problem. different schools, and planned
A dual maximum principle is to hit Harvard and Brandeis
proved with the duality theory ncnA. The three had also tried
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of society. To do otherwise
Moraity In
would be incomparable with
To the Editor:
YAF's advocacy of laissez faire To the Fditor:
It is gratifying to those of us capitalism and the other concomiMr. Max Key, of Dow Chemiin MITSDS who took part in the tants of a free society.
cal Company, claims that his
non-obstructive sit-in at the recruiter's office to be told that
We of MIT YAP are thereore company or at least the managSDS "sponsored" the protest and quite concerned by the effects- of erial staff, feels that it is unable
that it was an "SDS meeting" recent SDS-led demonstrations to judge the moral questions inwhich decided its tactics. Never- throughout the country against on- volved in such matters as manutheless, neither of these two campus recruitment by the Cen- facturing napalm for the United
statements is true. Although the tral Intellig¢-nce Agency and the
original initiative for the action Dow Chemical Company. In ef- States government. In Mr. Key's
was taken by members of MIT- fect, for the furtherence of .their words: "We -are experis in manuSDS, the pamphlets which were own political aims, Students for facturing chemicals - we are nat
distributed were not all written by a Democratic Society and their as- experts on morality."
of finear programming where stopping coeds as they pased
SODS members, the- great major- sociates, are attempting to dictate
It seems -to me that Dow has the dual of the Hamitonian of by, but without any success.
ity of people at' the meetig on to college students the conditions not really thought the matter out
Sunday night were ndt SDS mem- under which they may seek em. very carefully. If they indeed feel
bers, and those who took part in ployment ?nd for whom .they may
that they ae unable to solve the
the sit-in were largely not SDS work.
problem, then they should do what
members. We don't mind theor
It
does
not
bode well for Ameri- they would do -with any "insolbeing called SDS because we
can
representative
democracy if uble" problem - farm it out to
would certainly like to have -them,
but reporting should be accurate. a noisy group. of dissidents. suc- consultants!
Of course, we cannot expect
Which brings me to the second ceeds in obtaining political objectives through a process of issuing Dow to be proficient at everypoint:
incendiary McCarthy-like state- thing; I'm certain that they have
-The article in Tuesday's Teeh ments and engaging in demonstraconsulted e x p e r t s for other
claims that To people marched tions reminiscent
of the book- tasks - why not morality experts!
over to F-19. That isn't too far burning Hitler Youth. Nor does
it Mr. Key, at least, seems to feel
off-I hand-counted 99 myself. speak well of the American
col- that such people exist.
However, nowhere in the article lege student- if he does not obIn fact, Dow should look around
is it mentioned that before 12 ject to such irresponsible tactics.
noon there were close to 200 peothrough the various universities
ple (not counting YAFers) sitting
As free men and as citizens of find some little humanities dein the hallway; nor that by 2 a nation whose third President partment in need of funds (and
o'clock, after the meeting at swore "eternal hostility to all what department isn't?) and sit'
Kresge had ended,. our ranks forms of tyranny," we object to the problem right in their laps!
were swelled to over 250. This is such demagoguery whether in And after they've solved it unprecedented at MIT as is the government or. on the campus. satisfactorily, of course - some
cooperation of many faculty It is possible for reasonable men sort of trend might develop. I
members in full equality, with to differ, but reasonable men will can see small firms springing up
retoncile their differences by rea- along Route 128 - 5i o r a l i t y,
students.
It should .also be noted that the son and not by recourse to mud- Incorporated; Ethics Unlimited;
maybe even Rent-A-Conscience,
sit-in lasted from about 10 a.m. slinging and violence.
rIl£Es 0f DiSGONTEIT
Inc.
to 4 p.m. People -came and went
Mike Shupp '70
but we had more than 150 except
Now that I think about it, mayDavid Pearson '68
for the first half hour and the
be I'd better get moving and
hour and a half of the meeting in
Mike Thr.krMortmn '70 start one myself - after all, I'm
Kresge. At 4 p.m. there were still
John Wall '69
as much a morality expert as the
2550 peOe- there and the crowd
next guy....
R. Nick Ulrich '70
di-d not just dissipate. We decided
Paul Evans '67
IEal R. Varian '69
to have a rneering on To-nday
night, Nov. 13 (7 p.m. in the St7dent Center) to decide on further
V~
~ ,P~'"XVI,,
~
~,
strategv, for anti-war work on

For the SDS

-
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campus.
MIT has come a long way from

the apathy which used to characterize it. The students and faculty
are waking up to the fact that
the war hurts Americans as well
as Vietnamscse and that the US
should withdraw immediately.
Abe Igelfeld
For the steering committee
of the sit-in.

For the YAF
To the Editor:

Young Americans for Freedom
have consistently supported the
right of individuals to seek employment with whomever they
choose "without interference from
governments, monopolistic labor
unions, or any other sector
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the light of history-in short, to search and improvement in the
criticize it. For if the university processes of teaching and learn- -T1
"in every
Johnson does not ignore the does not criticize, what social ing." He states that
MIT commitment to the underinruet
part of" this university, one can
graduate education. He says,
President Johnson also dis- observe a vigorous effort at im"the undergraduates give the In- cusses MIT's commitment to "re- proving the teaching process."
z
stitute a continuous cycle of new
0
strength and vigor. They give us
a, wholeness and an integration
that we would not achieve were
m
we to concentrate mainly on the
0
graduate side." We seek, he continues, "to create a productive
intellectual commurity of students, one in which they have
By Greg Bernhardt
Deep and humnble apologies are -o
responsibility as well as amenity."
The number of candidates in dte to him.
APO's "Ugly Man on Campus"
Sorry, Irving baby.
Building the humanities
contest was reduced to five when
John Loewenstein '69
President Johnson states that one of the candidates turned out
(D
I "MIT will continue to strengthen
nnocent victim
U,
Irving
fictitious.
Candidate
to
be
the humanities and arts, recogThe picture which appeared
nizing their importance, within G. Sassoon was fabricated by Alan
the context of a liberal university Goldberg '69, from Burton, and was actually that of Robin Kelmenson '69, of Burton. Goldberg
based on science, not only in providing a broader framework for John Loewenstein '69, also from '70 and Loewenstein were developunderSbanding and directing the Burton. Wedrresday The Tech re- ing the pictures of the UMOC
goals of science, but also in and ceived the following letter of ex- candidates along with others when
of themselves."
a representative of The Tech
planation:
came in for them. The representa"A fundamental purpose of the
tive, seeing the pictures, inquired
the
Presicontinues
university,"
if the one of Kehnenson was a
dent, "is to generate new knowl- To the Editor:
edge and new ideas. MIT in a
UMOC photo. Seizing the opporThrough arn infortunate over- tunity for a good hack, Goldberg
world dominated by technology
can be regarded as a prime con- sight, a photograph of Mr. Irv- and Lowenstein submitted the
tfibuter in th's regard. A second ing G. Sassoonz appeared in THE picture.
function is ,to evaluate and measTECH iIl COIjllUl.zctionl with the
I ure the progress of the world in
Bogus application

for people vne lve aml
Dynamic Pace -Fast Growing-- Unlimited Opportunities

irving Sassoon wiothdrawn
from UMOC contest

Montgomery County Opportunities offers careers inthe following:
Aerospace Engineering · Banking and Finance o City Planning o
Civil &Electrical Engineering · Insurance * Nursing - Office Management · Psychology - Public Accounting · Public School Teaching, Social Service
and many others offering high-paying jobs--ight in the County

you call home.
Write today for facts on how to arrange an interview during your
Holiday vacation.

INTERVIEWS-December'27, 28 and 29
WASHINGTONIAN MOTEL,
GAITHERSBURG, MARYLAND
a

I

Write for brochure today! It's filled with exciting information
about careers in Montgomery County!

MONTGOMERY COUNTY OPPORTUNITIES
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Lists of companies to be interviewing for full time or summer
help are now available in the
Placement Bureau (room 455 of
the Ford Building) from Monday
through Friday, Nov. 17. Listings
are sent to all living groups and
all departments, in addition to
being available in the Placement
Bureau. Those seeking interviews
are urged to sign-up in the Placement Bureau early to insure an
appointment.

i

article concerning -the APO
UMOC contest. Inz addition, a
paragraph purportingto describe
M/r. Sassool somnehow found its
way onto the page.

They then made up the fictitious
application blank. This act was
in violation of the APO rules for
UMOC which state, "All candidates will be required to sign a
disclaimer before campaigning."
Goldberg is a member of APO.
This sitzationz is deplorable, As a result, Kelmenson has ofsince iMr. Sassoon is indeed a fered to submit pictures of the

handsome and debonair chap. real Irving G. Sassoon.
_
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isothermal recrystalzat on process
DickK0ophaus* worked out'

r

x99-

WI T A BIIGNE

SUPPLY OF
GREAT L.P.% ONLY $1.00 each
:f

*A graduateof Newark
College of Engineering
(B.S.Ch.E., 1965),
Dick Klophaus helped
perfect techniques to
improve output of
this complex crystalline
compound-an importantcomponent in
nutritionalsupplements.

We've just replenished our supply of L.P.'5...
and the $1.00 sale goes on. More than 15,000
records fo choose from in both Mono and Stereo.
Classical! Orchestral! Symphonic! Chamber!
Popular! Jazz! Folk! Music to suit everyone's tasfe.
All on famous labels you'll recognize imrnmediately
·.. by renowned artists, conductors, composers.
All at fhe remarkably low price of $1.00 each!
Come early for best selcfion. A swinging oppor:i tunity to stock up for Chrismas giving.
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$1.00 Record Sale in
Special Section,
r
3rd-Floor Coop Bookstore
and Record Shop.
Also a the Tech Coop Record Dep..
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Closed Saturday, November I I, Veteran's Day
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HE TECH eCOOP
84 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Mass. 02139
Regular Hours: 8:50 - 5:30 PM, Mon. - Fri./ Sat. 9:20 - 6 PM
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Dick Klophaus gets real
satisfaction from the variety
and sophistication of
engineering needed to
develop, design, and manage
the processes required to
produce Merck products.
He and his Ch.E. colleagues get equal satisfaction
from the knowledge that
the end result of their work is
a better life for more people,
around the world.
For many engineers, it's
an ideal combination. Add
mobility ... real opportunity
for growth and promotion
.. real opportunity to learn
and develop new techniques
. . Merck's liberal policies
on benefits, graduate work,
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ou us trne. P
and professional achievement . . Merck's outstanding sales growth (122%
since 1957) and research
investment ($46 million
this year).
Add all these factors
together, and you'll see why
Merck attracts some of
the finest engineering talents
in the country. And keeps
them.
How about you? Think
about the engineering variety
and sophistication required
to produce the complex
molecu les used for pharmaceutical products. Think
about the good use these
products are put to.
Then see your Merck
Representative on campus.

Dick Klophaus, by the way,
now supervises production
of Vitamin C, Vitamin K7,
and various sulfa products.
His responsibilities, and
those of other young Ch.E.s,
are described in our new
booklet, Merck: an engineer's
company. You'll not only
learn from this bookletyou'll actually enjoy reading
it. Pick up a copy at your
Placemerit Office, or write:
Manager College Relations.

MERCK & CO., iNC.
Rahway, New Jersey 07065
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Solr-Arkestra *pB
o0

This weekend Sun Ra aid his
Myth-Science Arkestr will perform at tee Boiton Tea Party.
The performnance of this jazz
re
group marks an interesting departure in policy for a light-swhow
dance in this area..
Those who listen to the New
O
Z
Music on WTBS will be familiar
with the music of Sun Ra, who
Q has
out on ESP-Disk
>z
a (You records
Never Heard Such Sounds'
In Your Life), and his own label,
Saturn Records. Sun Ra is in
many ways the Duke Elling-ton
CuJ
of the avant-gare, using from
eight to twelve men regularly in
his ensemble, which plays weekly
I_!:E at Slug's Saloon in New York,
LL
-O

--

and augmenting the band to
achieve spectacilar outdoor concerts as part of New York's Summer Festival in Central Park
His music, unlike much of the
avant-garde, contains long passages of quiet introspective musings
as well as moments of wild black
fury. The group contains some of
the best jazz musicians in New

B y, Steve Grant-

York who frequently go unh.erz'
aided as sidemen',on studio dates'
In WRKO's lidt of the ail-time the Beatles:'I Warma Be your
for major record labels. The Tea top 30, the groups with the most. Mrn" as a sigle. With this .
Party deserves congratulations 1entres were:
. ora a lasting riedship was
for bringing in such an importa~r
formned betwed the two grups,
1. Beatles (19)
musical group. Tickets are avail2. Beach Boys (12)
They were subsequently written
3. Rolfing Stones (il}
able at TCA and the Hallucinaup in one of the British trade
4. SuPremnes (7)
tions, Boston's best blues beat
papers, and in this article ap.
5. (ie)
Monkees
(6)
group will be on hand for the
Four Seasons (6)
peared the quote amt was to bi
dance.
These six groups contributed come automatically associated
with them. "Would you let your
over 20% of athe top 300.
e
daughter
marry
a
Rollirng
The Beatles and the Rolling Stone?"'', instead of decreasing
o
hie
gve
Cr
deb
Stones now form what is essen- their popularity, only accented the
Arklo Guthrie will be appearing
Arlo has only been singing pro- tially a nine-man group wit two generation alienation (or whatever
in his Boston Concert debut in Lfessionally since February 1966, names. They are all friends and sociologists call it) and made
the Folklore Concert Series, Sat- but he has already toured with contribute heavily to each other's them favorites.
L
urday evening, Nov. 11, at Jordan Judy Collins and Mimi Farina in records: the Beatles are among
g
Hall.
Japan. In June he cut his first the backup musicians on "We
"Not Fade Away" was their
album which includes the under- Love You," and Mick Jagger sat second American single, but is i
gorund hit "Alice's Restaurant." in on the sessions of "All You more popular now than it was b
4~~~S.
Need Is Love." In fact, both then. They had better luck with
His singing of "Alice's Res- groups will probably leave their "Time is on My Side" and "It's ·i
taurant" was one of the.highlights respective record labels as soon All Over Now," which were their i
of the 167 Newport Folk Festival. as their contracts expire. The first hits of any real proportions 5
The New York Times reported, Beatles have only to record the in the US. In Britain a five-min.
"Mr. Guthrie and 'Alice's Res- soundtrack of "Shades of a Per- -te version of the rhythm and a
taurant' provided a climax to the sonality" (their next movie, to be blues standard "Everybody Needs 5
festival."
directed by Michelarngelo
Antoni- Somebody to Love" established
A NEW AFTER1 SHAVE & C:OLOGNE
c
oni of "Blow-Up" fame) for Cap- them as Britain,'s number two E
Tickets for Arlo Guthre's cone
itol arid they will be free to record group.
cert at Jordan Hall are $4, $3, $2
for someone else. The two groups
and are available at the box ofOrlgnl songs follow
1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
have discussed the formation of
fice, KE 6-2412.
their own label, such as the Beach
UJp until this point, the Stones
Boys' Brother Records and, in the had acuired their success through
1940's, Frank Sinatra's Reprise. other people's material. Since then C
Q;
Q With the numerous lawsuits pend- however, all their singles have
g
ala
W. C. Fields In
ing involving the various Stones, been written by IMickl Jagger and
"THE BANK DICK"'
it isn't clear how much they are Keith Richard. Not surprisingly,
0
obligated
to London, although it has been these orginals that
m
uric{
in
a
there
is
really
nothing to keep have established them as stars
"YOU CANET CHEAT
them
from
just
breaking their second only to the Beatles. The
AN HONEST MAN"
§
contract,
the
way
the
Beach Boys rock classic "Satisfaction" is
X
~. 3:05, $:45,8:25
did with Capitol. This is all, how- probably MIT's favorite single of
ever, largely speculation.
all time. It may have been the
first rock single in which the
Stones' early progress
words had any sort of real mea
a
~~~Today only
The Crawsdaddy Club operad at iarg. (Ani "-ah-irp.'-feature Mill
Ingmar Bergman's
the Station Hotel in London in be included in the third annud
a "'THE NAKED IGHT"
1963 with the Stones as resident Talking Rock poll, to be held
Sat.-Sun.-Mon..Tues.
group. After reaching some de- January 8-12, if interest is suffiAntoniolni's
gree of fame with their funky cient.)
e
"RED DESERT"
blues style, they cut a single of
D
Shows daily 5:30.7:30-9:30
Recent developments
two nondescript songs by Chuck
a
Matinees Sat. & Sun. 3:30
Berry and Howlin' Wolf. "Come
After "Dandelion"
failed to
On," with "I Want to Be Loved" reach the national top ten, the
3·~rcc~---on the flip side, was a complete group fired producer Andrew
bomb in Britain, and, partly be- Loog Oldham. They will now folcause the Stornes didn't have a low the precedent of the Youg
record contract in the US, neither Rascals and Beach Boys and simside has ever appeared here. At ply decide for themselves what to
this time they -were enjoying do in the studio.-'
much the same local success as,
say, -the Ili Wind does here in
According to the October issue
Boston.
of Crawdaddy, "bMick Jagger
wanted to record the Stones, the
Famous quote
Beatles, and Allen Ginzberg siXAfter leaving the Crawdaddy ing 'Hare Krishna' for the next
and being replaced by the Yard- Rolling Stones album." This ombirds, they had some success with ic bit of musical approach wil
not materialize, although what~a~.-..
I=
ever the Stones do is bound to be
New England Conservatory of interest and irnportance musiStudent' is
cally. With Brian Jones in jail,
and Jagger and Richard on pro
batiorn, for drug offenses, though,
any future developments are like
Limited Funds 969-7953 after 6
ly to be slow.
a
BClnnLIW·I
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LSC presents
LOVES OF ABLONDE
Friday, Nov.

0

26-100

7 & 9:30

i
Ii

THE QUILLER HEMORANUM

There once was a lady named Mitzi,
Engaged to a Fritz [rom Poughkeepsie.
But she bade him goodybye

I

Saturday, Nov.

II

20-100

4:30, 7:00 & 9:30

W@hen his Schlitz had run dry.

i

I E

Said Mitzi: "NJo Schlitze, No Fritzie.pp

MOUSE THAT - ROARED

Sunday, Nov. i2
8:00

10-2500

No MIT ID required

other cities.
Ian
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leaders plereioi wTwentieth can
ICperormed
omm
iy relations.
' '6fn as :c Cert bald eves fIa aocert
. unity

IBy's
II.a
. c

I aek

a

-general' commotion which fre- quicly remedied by a compul
quents the area in the spring and sory decal system to be put into
fall evenings. What with the va- efftect by the end of Deceiber.
rious "human debris" and "girls Although this would somewhat allooking for acquaintances" ' cut- leviate the crimes committed by
teing up the streets, the little old residential students, the problems
ladies are distracted from their with out-of-staters still is left unwell as three state representa- pursuit of quiet. The fraternities, answered. IThe two other difficultivres, Maurice Frye, Katherine though, are among the most re-I ties touched upon dealt with the
Kane, and John Sears, late of Bos- sponsible groups in Back Bay, and parties and trash, plus students
ton mayoralty primaries.
the meanderings of a few wander- playing football on the mall and
After dinner Senator Ames ret ing out-of-staters and other ir- various other ways of blocking
marked that the problems in Back responsibles destroys any of the traffic.
Bay were complex, probably due good they might accomplish.
Frye emphasized that as pri-

Community relations in the
Back Bay-this was tle topic of
-discussion
held at a Kappa Sigma
dinner Wednesday night. The
guests included the state senator
from the district, Oliver Amnes, as

to the unique soceo-econormic
makeup of the area. Back Bay
has garnered, deservedly perhaps,
the reputation of being another
Bourbon Street or New Sky
Square. A graphic manifestation
of this phenomena is the noise and

Hane discusses problems
Representative Kane was the
next to talk, enumerating the ran'dom complaints of the more solid
residents. Major among these was
illegal parkirg, a problem to be

Ogilvie chairs con§erence
on new electron microscope

c

'By Howardl

Ray

A recent conference of Japanese and American scientists,
sponsored by the NSF, studied
the development of a new electron microscope and indicated
that Japan is far ahead of the
US in the use of high energy
electron microscopy.
The scidentists studied the problems involved in operating the
rnicroscope. It is !0to 15 times
stronger than previous models
and is capable to resolution
which w i 1 1 approach
one
Angstrom.

,,

mairman

of

the conference l

was Professor of Metallurgy
Robert E. Ogilvie. Also representing MIT was Cecil E. Hall,
Professor of Biology, who developed the first electron micrsop
in the US in 1938.
Prof. Ogilvie explained, "It may
be possible to observe living cells
and bacteria, impossible at present. We carn also observe what
happens to nmetals when subjected to certain mechanical and
thermal treatments, and we might
be able to develop metals which
have
mfuch better
physical
properties."
m
la

E

This concert marlks an excellent
opportunity to hear twentieth century music at MlT. Rehearsals
have been marked by unusual
flexibility in the band, adapting
to the new material.

FoYowio the intermission Stravinsky's "Circus PolHka" and three
pieces for a bsad by Edward Miller will be performned. Concluding
the evening will be "Symphony
No. 3" by Vittoria Giannini.

Entertainment for the evening
includes the first reading of an
original play by Prof. Gurney of
the MET Humarties department
entitled "The Open Meeting."

faculty, students at the

Astitute
,would be granted on a local,
prac-

tn

<

Sears wraps up evening
Rep. Sears wrapped up the evening on a light note, quipping that
little old ladies certainly didn't
appreciate persons being put in a
bag and thrown into Charles
River. He met with general ap>
proval when he suggested that
students at I/T weren't having
enough fun, but when they do
they should go about it in a "MIT
scientific, intelligent way." But

Sunday Evening NOVEMBER 12 at 8 o'clock

more sobering was the inf9rma-

tion that in the last 10 years the
number of students in the Back
Bay had risen from 3,000 to 13,000,
now equaling the number of "normal" people in the district.-

{ SgPQ
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car. H{uningten Ave.-
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DOORS OPEN 7:45 P.M.
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S:30 P.M. SATURDAY, NOVEMBER II
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Now is your last chance o assure yourself of Christmas reservations. See MIT's
convenient travel agent, Heritage Travel, Inc .
where quick reservations are a
specialty.
Heritage is just one block from the Sloan Campus, in Kendall Square. Call or
visit our office; we're open fromu 8:30 a.m. until 5:30 p.m., Monday through Friday,
and from 9:00 a.m. until i :00 p.m. on Saturday.
Special groups to San Francisco and Los Angeles on "Open Jaw" Fare $228.40
plus tax. Xmas groups fo Europe Dec. 19, 20, 21, London $223, Paris $243. Deadline
Nov. 17. Call Miss Carew or Mr. Sohn.

H@@82&g@Tgug 0n
Room 403, 238 Main Street, (Kendall Square), Cambridge - Tel. 491-0050
Tickef delivery fo all M.|.T. Offices and dormitory desks
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tical level, realistic insight into
such problems as Back Bay
breeds.
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Reservations for dinner may be
x2901.

mZE
"T
m

twith Mayor Collins joining the

MIT CONCERT BANDI

obtained from Kathy Farington,

I
--

The p"roam fortie evening berins with "'Proclamation" by
Charles Carter. wo marh es by
Milhaud precede Keeger's "'Tari- rn
9-r
ations on a Hymn by William Billings."

A NIGHT OF
IICONTEMP, MUSIC

The MIT Community Players
will hold a meeting Wednesday,
at the MIT faculty club. Preceding the meeting at 8 po. will be
cocKtails at 6 and dinner at 7.

m

The MIT concert band will present its fall concert this Saturday
evening, at 8:30 po, in resge
Auditorium.
Ti
ekets are being distributed free in the building 10
lobby thrugh Nov. 10. Tickets will
be $1 at the door.

vate property owners and taxpayers, the fraternities had a real
stake in Back Bay relations. With
this in mind, he suggested that

Mi~t

Reading oef now play~~ I

--4
r
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weekendf
age

Date driving up for the Big Bash?
Od prep school roomrie coming to case ,the campus?
Brother mushingdowi from Dartmouth forthe weekend?
Sis jetting in for a Harvard Square Happening?
Great! Put them up in style for only $8.50 (single) per
night on weekends, at the Cambridge Charter House.
There's wonderful food in our Five Chateaux Restaurant
and our Tivoli Coffee House. An intimate lounge. Free
parking. Delightful atmosphere. And the town's most
wonderful view of the Charles, Beacon Hill, and the
Boston Skyine.
All for only $8.50 per night, student weekend rate, To
enjoy this appealingly low rate, all your student guests
have to do is show some form of college identification
when registering. Really now, aren't you glad you're an
undergrad - and can amaze your friends with our
special offer?

CAIMBRIDGE CHARTER HOUSE
. 5 Cambridge Parkway, on the Charles between
Longfellow Bridge and Science Museumrn
HOTEL CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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PART T EM
$3 per hour
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ticularly effective weapon because Philip Meorrison. Profi. Morrison, the committee irn its effrts to
organize M1onday's meeting.
fire, unlike the blast from high who worked on the Manhattan
Beweon 1O:00-4 :00, 3:00-5:00
tuBrred the meeting over to Pro- ex'plosives, is · self-propagating, Project during World War II, preasa~aa~a~~a~aa~a==W-umma~
ehair- more destructive, and more fright- sented his view that the war must He added that the meeting
fessor Waiter Roserblith,
man of the faculty, who served ening. During World War XI, fires be discussed in human as well as could represent a new direction
as chairman of the meeting. With att-ibuted to napalm destroyed 35 strategic terms. Due to _the fact for MIT, in which the od imnage
Christ
ain Clornia
a ernment on the increasing role times as much xof Japan's indus- that responsibility is so diffused of apathy toward problems of the * Spend your vacation in Cael.
of the umiversity in today's soci- trial land as did the atomic blasts. in -our society, it is all the more day will be erased. Hopefully,
fornia this year
ety and a warning about how By virtue of the relatively indis- important for .individlals. to stand Monday's discussion will be but * Board eaNon-Stop Jet
* 2 bags free plus carry on
"mean" he would be to enforce criminate nature of the eflects up and draw a line against total the first of a long series.
'k Return any time*
thie speakers' time limit, Prof. of napalm, Dr. Ern conceluded, war. Following
-his closing, emo* Save $80 overregular air fare
a~~~~an~~~~lL~~~~bsl-··~~~~~~~~i~~~B~~~··~~~~~~
I
Rosenblith turned the microphone it is more likely to cause urneees- tion-laden argument that the war
($200.00 up-& tax)
"WL-Nc::
A Cofiakce of Buddhist
over to Prof. Eden.
saxy civilian casualties and there- has lost its rationality and that
Call PARKER TRAVEL BUEAU
and WOMe Tales?'"
Moral responsibility, the need fore the use of napalm is a mnoral our actual aims are not our stated
by Mrs. Le Thi Anh,
(pp. 1DU) 701 Comm,Ave.
Vietnamese Buddhist Author
for open discussion, and reason issue separate from that of the aims, Prof. Morrison received a Sunday,
8:00 p.m. Nov. 12566.Q4087 - CO 6-0i21
Junior Common Room
were the themes of Prof. Eden's war itself.
standing ovation from about half
NOW--Reservations are limited
Lowell House, Harvard

Carl 326-314i

(Continued fromn Page 1)

o
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I

remrarks. He raintaed that our
con
universities and industrial
cerns have a moral responsibiliI ty inthis war of which they are
u, not smfficiently aware. He also
- emphasized ttat while he feels
T that the war is wrong, he isa
" believer in reason and open discussion. More debate and discussion are needed if we are to resclve this problem.
Dow man speaks
Following Prof. Eden was Key,
who began by telling the audience
about Dow's operations. Regarding the napalm issue. Key stated
that within the Dow management
there are diLedng opinions on the
wax, as in all segments of society.
Howvever, Dow as a business is
not equipped to determine moral
issues; Dow is equipped to supply chemicals, Therefore, Dow
can and will supply ,the government with napalm if the governments wants it.
The d e c i s i o n regarding the
morality of napaltoand the war,
he said, belongs to the voters
and the government; hence, any
protests against the use of napailm
should be directed toward the
government.
Fffective weapon
Clinical accuracy characterized
the presentation of the next speaker, Dr. Ervin. Although he spoke
from a medical (as opposed to
moral or political) viewpoint, it
was obvious that Dr. Ervin's explanation of how the recent inprovements in napalm have
helped it bum mrore deeply into
the flesh aroused strong emotional
reactions among the audience.
Napalm "B", the type used in
Vietnam, is based on polystyree,
which makes it stickier than
previous tpes, and contains white
phosphorous, which ignites when
exposed to air, 'thus making it
virtually impossible to extinguish.
Turning-to the military aspects
of the use of napaim, Dr. Ervin
noted that it is considered a parklQ

SZ4P·8I

In the questionaperiod that followed, Key was asked whether he
would have built gas chambers
for Hitler had he been a CGemlman
industrialist. Key replied that he
was an American, not a German.
Furthermore, once the decision
has been made to fight the war,
we must support our troops; the
decision whether or not to fight
the war is the important one, not
whether or not to use napalm.
Conerning Dow's profit from napalm, Key said that Dow produced
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Professor Eden told The Tech
that he would have beer happy
had 4IX or 500 students come to
meeting; he was absolutely
amazed at the crowd, which the
Campus Patrol estimnated at 2500.
the

Prof. Eden's explanation was that
"The tragedy of the war has now
beome sufficiently apparent that
everybody who's got an ounce of
humanity in him is concerned."
He also emphasized that the
meeting was sponsored by the admittedly partisan ad hoe committee, not the administration; the
administration has taken no postionl on the issue other than that

Morrison speaks
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of encouraging debate an discuscooperating
with
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The final speaker before the
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period was Professor
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and now

Poosl said that he hadn't been to
the north, but that he believed
.he war itself was right
that
though the methods used constitute a separate issue.

mnt of Poiticd Science. Based
on his lengthy visits in South Vietnam, prof. Pool painted a piture
of villagerslivmng in constant fear
whose freedom is a worthy goal
for our nation. Regarding napalm,
Pool commented that the people
fear artillery far more than napalm; and added that it would
be desirable to have better figures
on civilian casualties in 6order to
determine how severe the problem really is. While ,respecting
anti-war positions, PxA1 firmly
stated that his own view is that
we are right to be in Vietnam,
and that we should be careful in
choosing which methods of war
we will use.

9

492-6870
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issue

on
civilian
When- questioned
the North, Plof.
casualties in

Professor Murray Eden speaks
at convocation on napalm Monday afternoon.

I

special computer sysfem
Several {ull and part-fime
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so reserve your seat now

*min. stay 10 days
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needs it; it accounts for less than I
half of one per cent of Dow's

power and mmigratfionr will visit
MIT Wednesday in order to pro°
vide Canadian students with information about job opportunities and economic development
in Canada, The meeting, called
"Operation Retrieval," will be
held at 8 pm in the Vannever
Bush Room ( 10 O-05).
I
Those unable to afe-rd the
meeting who wish informa'ion on
Operation Retrieval are urged
to contact Miss Howes at the
Placement Bureau, x4733.
p,

Monday, Nov. 13 - 8:30 p.m. Mezzanine Lounge
Student Center,. M.!.T.

napalm only because the country

A team ,composed of represenrtatives from the Canadian
academic community, the Public
Serviee Commission of Canada,
and the

of the audience.

Stron support for the continuatiaa of the war camne from Prof.
Ithiel Pool, head of the Depot-
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you just know... it's a Hilton. How's that for a college try?
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SKIPS U.S. FOR MOSCOW." On
this occasion, said Lang, "the
Chancellor's office did nothing better than issue a statement that
'no students have been sub>poenaed' in response to various
enquiries."
Later the Public Information
Office released an artile on
Smale's prize. This led Lang to
ask, "How did the Chancellor's
office know who had been or had
not been subpoenaed unless it was
itself a party to the breaking of
rules eoncerning the release of
names?"

Student reords subpoeaed

certain type of accounting which,
when applied to the universities
and academic research, or genperformance,
academic
eral
destroys (or at least inhibits) the
possibility of achieving those results intended by the financial
support given in the first place."
Lang feels that the university
administrations should have stepped in and protested this type
of accounting instead of doing
nothing. The results, he said, have
been the loss of "the confidence
and trust of the professors" and
further deterioration of an already
bad situation.
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Professors could change roles

l

The Berkeley administration,
Lang explained, also complied
Lang has spent approximately
with HUAC, which subpoenaed 18 months studying the problems
students' records.
of academic life. He came to his
Trouble again faced Smale, conclusions about university adwhen the Naoroial S-ience Fouair- ministrations, he said, only a few
dation was pressured into wthdrawing its grant to Smale until weeks ago. Administrations are
the terms could be studied now facing the prospects of havfurther, mairdnly in light of his ing to yield to outside forces from
political activities. The university which they were formerly able
failed to fight for him, and by to shield their professors and
their default, a group of other students. In fact, these entanglemathematicians and scientists had
ments, says Lang, are drawing
I to step in.
the administratios away to what
is almost "another world."
Effort reports
I
Another area of administrative
He fears that professors will
Ifailure, in Lang's opinion, is the have to begin to step in where
jreporting of effort expnded by administrations fail, whether the
Iprofessors who are underwriten professors like it or not. "It
Iwith government fmds. Althomgh seemns as if the professors," he
Prof. Lang does ot argue the wrote in his leaflet, "will have to
fact that professors and univer- provide a firmer base from which
sities should be paid accontable the administrators can draw
for the government money they greater strength to deal with the
sty pressures (financial, social, and
spend, he questions the n
Iof the t
s of effort reports that political) which have arisen so
required. He expressed his violently during the past ten
are
I
position as follows: -'"There is a years."
I

Lang said he feels that the professors' academic roles may suffer a while, but the intervention
is necessary. But he still regards
teaching students and proving
theorems as the major functions
of his life.
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tomorrow are a lot
.more than one
day apart. Our
world keeps changing and
we expect you to stay ahead
of the latest engineering
developm. nts after you join
av the
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to the present established pattMrns
0in education, and not stand apart
from, reali.
Despite the'great
o
turnover in the teaching staff, conbe. maillJ tinity -would have to
LU
Co
tained. President Johnson was
convinced that if the idea.were
good enough, -the money could, be
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Involvement of Faculty
Professor Jerrold R. Zacharias,
Department of Physics, was the
next imnpromptu speaker. He
stressed the need for the immediate involvement. of MIT Faculty, noting that it wasn't right to
plan something and then bring
people in.at the last minute. He
felt the Faculty would provide the
continuity necessary to the school
because "they are here, they stay
here, and they are paid to stay

I
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The prospect of teaching at "MIT High" brought 250 people
mee-incl Tuesday eveningI at which the high school comthe
to
Doctor Jerome Y. Lettvin, Deformally organized.
was
mittee
parterts of Biology -ad Eieo-

[h
I
Ii

here."

trical -Engineering, then consid- more. than' they do adults is a
ered some of the aspects that he' great factoTr in favor of the stuwas concerned about. From his dent-run high school.
association wth some drop-outs,
In answer to 'the question of
he notied the--lack of ideals in whether MIT students would be
the Cambridge schools and the qualified to handle teaching aslack of realistic goals for the stu- signments, he said, "It's not undent to work toward.
usual for a faculty member at
MIT to teach a course if only to
Trust a concern
He said that the fact that these learn it. In teaching a course you
students trust - younger people learn more than by. taking it."
17, a

The committee said that its next
step was the submnission of a proposal -to the adminrstration stating their aims and methods, and
a timetable and budget of their
operations. They hope to begin
classes in September, 1969.

Reservations with the special low rate are confirmed in advance
(based'on availability) for Fri., Sat., Sun. nights, plus Thanks.
i giving (Nov. 22-26), Christmas (Dec. 15-Jan. 1) and July I
! through Labor Day! Many Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns offer I
student rates during other, periods subject to availability at time
of check-in and may be requested.

Sheraton Hotels &Motoris ),

A suggestion box has been
placed in the Inscomm Office
(W2-401) in the hope that students will place their ideas and
critcisrns in it for the commit'm
In
tee. Information is available from
any member of the committee.
Richard Adelstein, Bill Carlson
'68, and. Jerry Grochow '68 may
be reached at Baker House, Dave
much like castanets), a jug (utn- Peterson '68 at PIYT, and Mark
fortunately, not the old-fashioned Spitzer '68 at SAE.
kind, but a new-fangled, plastic
Lestoil bottle), a kazoo, and a giTypog1 Xeroxg

0 -

155 Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns in Major Cities
-

Specializing

I

sKI EQUIPMENT
Famous Brands
Shop
!Ten'isAS ashCambridge

These instruments included a
glass of water, a washboard,
spoons used like drumsticks on
the table), more spoons (in pairs,
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Anybody din
Chiinneys restaurant late Wednesday night found himself receiving
the unexpected treat of a real, live
jug band. The band, which was
composed of 11 musicians (usually tar.
11, there was variation as people i I
left for meals and snacks) was II
performing around midnight with
a variety of insmtrnfents, -mostly
Large Variety
homemade.
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RINGS

Tech riflemen top
Harvard by 35
The Tech varsity riflemen won
their season's first match over
Harvard by the substantial margin of 35 points on Monday. Tuck
of Harvard took the high score
of the match with a .70 out of
a possible 300, but the Harvard
team lacked the depth to back
I
their high man.
The engineer captain, Dennis
Artman '68, led his team with a
260, and was followed closely-bY I
his teammates, Carl Lamson '69
with 258, Tom Stellinger '70 with
256. Dick Evans '70 with 252, and
Scott Holden '71 with 247. Coach
Tom McLennan was pleased with
the performance of this year's I
young team. If the team can
maintain this fine start it will
have a good shot at the Greater i
Boston Cellegiate RLe League
title. The ¢team's next match is II
i
today agaist Northeastern.
i
.Ii

waveboatrocker or a moldbreaker, we just
might have something
in common. Our engineers
have broken a few molds in
the past and they'll break
a lot -more in the future.
Check us out when our
representative visits
your campus.
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EARN YOUR MASTER'S DEGREE
O~ PD WHILE YOUVORKB

By Rbert Dennis
Project I n t r e x is a program
of "information transfer experi-

ments" directed toward the functional design of new library services that might become operable
at

ment of Defense, and the Council on Library Resources, Inc.
Some of the major projects now
underway are discussed below.
Current reseaxch
The model library - In order
to cope with the real, everyday
problems of setting up a pilot
system in which the experience
required to evaluate the experiments may be gained, construction has been recently begun on
a model library which will be coordinated with the fifth floor
Engineering Library.
M:echanization of current procedures - The model library will

1r1' and elsewhere by 1975.
Under the leadership of Professor Carl F. J. Overhage and in
conjunction with Project MAC
and the Electronic Systems Laboratory, the project has been established with the two-fold objective of finding long-term solutions
for the operational problems of
large libraries and- of developing
competence in the emerging field
be used to. test the capabilities
of information transfer' engineerof an online computer system for
ing.
solving such problems as the selecGroundwork of project
tion, acquisition, and weeding of
The basic groundwork for Proj- materials and the control of
ect Intrex was laid at MIT at serials.
a planning conference attended by
Augmented catalog experimenta large.numnber of experts in the The computer system will facililibrary functions, compter tech- tate the augmentation of the linology, and related fields. The brary catalog with respect to conmeeting drew up a broad pro- tent, depth, and connectivity. The
gram which wvould encompass catalog will not only contain much
three basic goals: 1) the moderni- more data on the conventional
zation of current library pro- library materials but also include
cedures through the application of unpublished works such as contechnical advances in data proces- ference papers, class notes, galley
sing, textual storage, and repro- proofs, and correspondence.
dution; 2) the growth, largely unThis functionally augmented sysder Federal sponsorship, of a tem will provide for more sophisnational network. of libraries and ticated bibliographic s e a r c h e s,
other information centers; 3) the some forms of browsing experiextension of the rapidly develop- ments, and information concerning technology of online, inter- ing the location and an indication
active computer communities into as to how a particular item might
the domain of the libraries and be physically obtained.
other information centers.
Text access experiment - For
It is hoped that enough experi- the problems of delivering, dis.
mental results and experience playing, or storing eqtested docuwith a model system will be ob- ments, Projevt Intrex has been
tained by 1970 to afford a commit- evaluating the merits of various
ment of funds for the actual de- techniques. For storage: print on
velop.ment and installation by 1975. paper, analog microimages on
The current research is being photographic materials,
analog
financed by the Carnegie Corpo- signals on magnetic or possibly
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Mr. Mike Callahan will be recruiting on
your campus on November 16, 1967.
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for others; for display: direct inspection, xerography, optical projection, oscilloscopic display, etc.
N e t w o r k integration experiment - Project Intrex is exploring a range of ideas designed to
promote the integration of university libraries into the national network of information centers. A
major experiment is being considered involving the interaction
of a computer-based university information transfer system with
the informational resources of
such organizations as the National
Library of aedicine and NASA.
Fact retrieval experiment This program is designed to
achieve computerized "handbooks"
and data banks so that the user
could "traverse the bewildering
forest" of today's available reference materials. Among the advantages of this system will be
a constant updating of data, versatile methods of extracting information, and the ready availability
of the computer to perform computational operations on the data.
A uifying theory
Related projects include teaching and learning on the online
network, planned facilities to encourage browsing, selective dissemination of information, and
"publishing" through the system
to the online community. Probably the major intellectual challenge for Project Intrex is the development of a unifying theory
that will lead to coherent design
and interpretation of experiments
in information transfer systems.
The day when the goals of
Project Intrex become reality
will certainly be one of the proudest days in MIT's long history of
achievement. Indeed, Professor
Overhage's view of the project
seems not far r e m o v e d from
science fiction: "Students and
scholars will... gain access to
the universities' total information
resources
through 'Touch-tone'
telephones, telewriter keyboards,
television-like displays, and quickly-made copies.
Data just obtained in the laboratory and comments made by observers will be as easily available as the books in the library
or documents in the department
files. The information traffic will
be controlled by means of a timeshared computer utility on the
campus.
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By George Novosielski
Of
"In a game not decided until
the fnal second ofplay, the. . . '
This is one of the most overused
phrases in sportswritilg today.
W~ But last Wednesday -thewords aptly fitted the action. In their last
L
home game of the season, the
O varsity booters appeared to have
Z fought to a double overtime tie
with Boston U. but, with no time
remaining on the scoreboard, an
opposing forward kicked in the
winning goal to give the visitors
"
a narrow 2l triumph.
The match was closely contested throughout, with neither
team able to control play for any
appreciable length of time. The
u final
statistics
showed
both
}'- squads even in every department,
I
save that of "goals scored."
1The dramatic finish helped
Boston U avenge both last season's 1-0 loss to MIT and a preseason scrimmage defeat. The
Tech team that lost to the Terriers Wednesday bore little resemblance to the winning preseason squad. Of the 13 lettermen that started the year only
five saw action in the latest
match.
Three periods scoreles
The game itself was scoreless
for three periods. BU broke the
ice to take the lead after 40 seconds of the final quarter. The
kickers sent the match into overtime when Stan Sheppard '70
banged in a loose ball in front
of the goal. The defeat was Tech's ninth
straight and dropped its season
slate to 0-4 in league play and
2-10 overall. The booters travel
to Connecticut tomorrow for their
final game of the season. U Conr
defeated Tech 6-1 last year and
appears to have the stronger
squad again this season.
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'Wrestders have combm'atioli
of youth 'andexperience -BMy Arm Varteresslan
A young but competent lineup
will form the bulk of the ampproaching season's wrestling team
for the engineers is year. Three
New England champs from last
year's frosh team, coupled with
three third-place winners, should
beef tip the grapplers potential
for a winning season.
Two lettermen lost
Only two varsity letter-winners

a

lighter weights, Tech boasts cap
tain Bill Harris. '68, the only se.
ior on thestarting team. Bill cap
tured second place last year in the
New Englands at 123 pounds. A.
so in the lighter weight spots will
be Steve Latimer '70, a third
place winner in last year's fra
NE championships, Paul Me.
Creary '70, undefeated in dual
match competition last year, a
Gregg Erickson '69.

have been lost from the team this
At 137 and 145, Tech will have
year through graduation. Last
a choice between Dean Whalen
year's heavyweight New England '70, another third-place finisher

Photo by Dave Simansky

Julius Gutman '68 (4! 6) moves to dribble around a BU
forward in Wednesday's contest. The boofers dropped the game
in double overtime.
Harvard tramples Jayvees
The JV's closed out their season on a losing note as they
were battered by Harvard 83
last Tuesday. The Crimson took
control of the game from the
start, even though the score
stayed close for the first two
periods.

Harvard led 2-1 at the half, but
starting halfway through the
third period tallied four straight
goals to put the game away.
Ehan Acar '68, Jeff Reynolds
Erhan Acar '68, Jeff Reynolds
'69 and George Busby '68 booted
in the Tech scores in a losing
effort.

champion, Dave Schramm '67,
left a vacancy which will be filled
by Fred Andree '70, himself a
New England champ and undefeated in firosh competition last
year. The spot vacated by Hank
De Jong '67 at 167 poinds has
been plugged by the presence of
yet another frosh New England
champ, Walt Price '70. In the

Todaly
Cross Country (V)-Bates, Colby,
away, 3 pm
Tomorrow
Soccer (V)-Connecticut, away,
2:30 pm
Soccer (F)-Connecticut, home, 2 prn
Rifle (V)-Providence, home, I pm
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last year, Regan Fay '70, Jack E
Maxham '69, a: letter-winner from t
last season, and Jack Wu '68, a Am
retuning senior with an impres
w
sive dual meet record. The middle
t
weight classes have been strength. :
ened by the return of Norm Haw. E
kins '68. Though he was unable
to wrestle in 1967, "The Hawk"
boasts impressive credentials: he
placed first in his weight class in
the New England Championhips of
1965, and he took a third as a
sophomore the following seasor E
Along with Hawkins will be Rick
Willoughby '70, reigning fresh _
New England c h a m p at 152
pounds.
The teamn has a choice between
Joel Mosher and Dave Alperin,
two of last year's frosh stars, at
177 pounds. Though he is presently sidelined by injuries, Julie
Schroeder '69 is expected to be
able to wrestle soon at 191
pounds.
Heavy schedule
Though short on experience, the
new varsity is long on talent, and
head coach Wil Chassey can look
forward to a very successful season. The '67-'68 season will be
one of Ithe roughest and longest
in history, with 1-6difficult mreets
scheduled, but the team seems
capable of handlIng itself well,
t§
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At the Intramural Council meeting Tuesday, that body voted
unanimously to institute a revised
constitution. Major changes were
to limit each sport to one vote
on the Council and the establishment of conditional sports as nonvoting.
Intramural wrestling will be
held the weekend of November
17. Manager Walt Price '70 announced that questionmires had
been enclosed with the rosters to
determine the nature of the AAU
Olympic Style wrestling.

buying them should place orders men and EVE managers in order
soon with him.
to change rosters.
Joel Hemnmelstein '7¢ announced
Finally, the Council elected John
the projected beginning of the Carroll '70, Rich Freyberg '70,
basketball season as November 27. and Geaoff Hallock '69 to the posiThis year, referees will be pro- tions of table termis, rifle and
vided by teams as well as insquash managers respectively.
dependent individuals, with each
house being required to supply
A meeting will be held Tuesday
one official.
in the duPont lobby for all athOld business
letes interested in freshman hockThe initial item of old business
ey. Anyone with skating experiwas a motion by Peckarsky that
ence, however slight, is encouwould, if passed, have allowed
raged to attend this 5:15 pm
any undefeated team to place
meeting.
first in the sport. After debate,
Sticks available Since the freshman team has
this was defeated because it was
traditionally boasted players who
felt
that this would provide inHockey manager Pete PeckarBy Scott Ramos
have participated in little or no slky '68 has made arrangements centives for good teams to drop
organized hockey, rip one should to purchase hockey sticks for $21 into lower leagues in order to
Showing an extremely strong
be discouraged because of a lack per dozen. Houses interested in improve their clhances of placing
will to win, the engineer soccerof experience.
first.
men forged ahead of Stonehill
This year, the team is looking
Herb Finger '68 brought up a in the final half, and brought
Rosters for all living groups
for an uplift from its dismal 04
motion to demand personal con- home a' 5-3 win Tuesday.
interested in entering teams in
record last season. New freshman
tact between house athletic chairthe Intramural Hockey tournaSecond team starts
coach Dennis McLaughlin is himment are due by 5 pm today
A
previously
non-producing ofself a fine hockey player and
in the Athletic Association offense
convinced
Coach Schuhwerk
has been named to the Junior
fice offthe IM ho-key mailbox.
Soccer
that
he
should
put
in the second
"A" All-Star hockey team from
BU 2, MIT (V) I
In addition, referees are still
string.
But
Stonehill's
Contant, the
Canada. The outdoor rink is
Harvard 8, MIT (JV) 3
needed at the rate of $2.50 per
inside
right,
found
a
weakness
in
scheduled to be ready for skating
MIT (F) 5, Stonehill 3
game. Anyone interested
the
squad
as
he
pushed
in
two
Rifle
by next Thursday, and Coach
should contact manager Pete
MIT (V) 1272, Harvard 1238
goals from close in.But it was
McLaughlin hopes to get practice
Pekarsky '68.
Pistol
not
only the backup crew who
started immediately.
MIT (V) I 118, Arlington 1099
showed a weaknlmess, for Keller
booted one in against the starting
squad with slightly under 2
minutes remaining in the first
half.
0
0
Tech scores five
a
Tech came to life in the second
N
1, -;4,
,,, , ,
The intramural badminton playoffs are now in the quarter finals half, however, as the players
r"; M, ,
- "Ilklk,
', -,
realized that their job was cut
of the double elimination tournament that will decide both the winner
out for them. Less than five mmof another IM trophy and the distribution of IM points for this utes of hard play had gone by
minor sport.
when the engineers got their big
Eight teams are still in the tourney, four in the winners bracket chance to get back into the gamne.
Gerry Maskiewicz took a penand four in the losers bracket. Burton A advanced to the quarter- alty kick for pushing and nmade
finals with a win over TDC B. SAE B beat Baker A to remain in it good. Seven minutes later
the winners bracket. SAE A topped LCA and TDC A beat TEP to Maskiewicz dribbled around and
round out the teams in the wimnning side of the bracket. Burton A through the defense and smoked
one in from the right side.
will play SAE B and TDC A will go against SAE A Thursday night
Kenny Lord next got a chance
at 7 pm. The wirnners of these games will square off on Monday, at a goal three minutes later,
November 14, at 7 pm.
but instead passed it off to John
4:.''''.
%.:.-.;...
Last year's. winners, Cldnese Students Club, are favored to win Bunce, who footed in the score.
again this year, even though they are now in Ithe losers bracket. The third quarter ended in a 3-3
TEP, TDC B, and Baker A are the remaining teams in the losers draw, but things looked promising
Photo by Steve Gretter
bracket. Chinese Students play TEP and TDC B goes against as the Tehmean showed high
Action proceeds in an IM Baker A Thursday night at 7 pm.
spirits and a hungry desire.
badminton match in the ArmMasklewlcz gets third
The finals of the tournament will be held at 2 pm, Sunday,
ory The playoffs are now in the
With 12:22 remaing in the
quarterfinal round.
November 19.
final quarter Maskiewicz com-

fragh sports

Keikers beat Stonehill, 5-3;
second half drive decisive

How Th e y D Id

Intramural sports
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pleted his hat-trick when he
booted one into the nets after
again driving in almost alone. A
little later, the ball was again

in front of the opponent's goal.
Scott Holden received a short pass
across the mouth of the goal and I
pushed in the final point of the
game.
The squad displayed its best offensive attack throughout the
whole season in taking the win.
Excellent teamwork and a driving spirit gave the team its highest goal.-production and its fourth
win. They host Connecticut this
Saturday at 2 pm for their final
game of the season.
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